Mechanical effects of increases in the load applied in uniaxial and biaxial tensile testing: Part I. Calf pericardium.
The authors analyzed the mechanical behavior of the calf pericardium employed in the construction of valve leaflets for cardiac bioprostheses. Forty samples of pericardium were subjected to uniaxial tensile testing, 20 as controls and 20 exposed to loads increasing stepwise until rupture, with a return to zero load between each new increment. Another 20 samples were used similarly in biaxial tensile tests involving loads increasing stepwise until rupture, again returning to zero load between steps. The ultimate stresses in the uniaxial study were very similar and were not influenced by the region of pericardial tissue being tested or the increments in load to which the tissue was exposed. The mean stresses at rupture in the stepwise biaxial assays were significantly greater (p<0.01). Using morphological and mechanical criteria for sample selection, it was possible to obtain mathematical fits for the stress/strain relationship in both types of assays, with excellent coefficients of determination (R (2)>0.90). In uniaxial tests in which the selection criteria were not applied, the correlation improved as the load increased, a phenomenon that did not occur in the biaxial studies. The values varied throughout the different cycles, adopting exponential forms when the strain was greatest. These variations, which demonstrate that the increase in the energy consumed is a function of the stress applied and of the strain produced, should be good parameters for assessing the changes in the collagen fiber architecture of pericardial tissue subjected to cyclic stress, and may help to detect early failure.